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Prayer Guidelines: 

2 Sam 22:49 & 50 

“And bring me out from my enemies, You raise me up above those rising up 

against me: You deliver me from a man of violence. Therefore, I give thanks to 

you, O God among all nations.” 

 

Father, in the Name of Yeshua I repent of any sin, iniquity or transgression that 

opened the door to the enemy and allowed this technology to enter my body 

and be activated. If I gave permission through accepting any medication, 

medical procedure, vaccine, or anything else applicable but not mentioned, 

and this allowed the SIT’s to enter my body, I repent Father, and revoke any 

permission I knowingly or unknowingly gave the enemy to insert any technology 

into my body.  

 

Father, I come before you now in the name of our King Yeshua. I pray that You 

quantumly untangle me from the technology of 

___________________________________________________________ (enter SIT name), the 

assignment of the technology 

___________________________________________________________ (enter the assignment 

based on the description found on the SIT chart), and that you cancel this 

demonic mission the technology had in my body. 

 

Father, in the Name of Yeshua, I ask You to consume this technology with the 

Blood of Yeshua and reduce it to a quantum mass of zero.  

 

Father, in the Name of Yeshua I ask that You cut me loose: spirit, body, soul and 

energy body from any quantum computer, node, matrix, grid, system, power 

source, back-up quantum computer, back-up node, back-up matrix, back-up 

grid, back-up system, back-up power source. Father, I ask that You destroy 

those quantum computers, nodes, matrixes, grids, systems, power sources, back-

up quantum computers, back-up nodes, back-up matrixes, back-up grids, back-

up systems, back-up power sources with the Fire of the Holy Spirit.  
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Father, I ask that You send the angels to redeem every part of me and my 

energy that was stuck in those demonic systems, cleanse it with the Blood of 

Yeshua, and restore it to me in the Name of Yeshua. Father, I also ask that You 

wipe all of my information that was gathered through this technology from the 

databases of satan, in the Name of Yeshua.  

 

Father, in the Name of Yeshua, I now cut myself loose, body, soul and spirit and 

quantumly untangle myself from this entity of 

___________________________________________________________ (enter entity’s name) and 

the gatekeeper ___________________________________________________________ (enter 

gatekeeper’s name) that was assigned over this technology.  

 

Father, in the Name of Yeshua, I ask that You will send the warring angels to 

relieve this entity and gatekeeper of their power, authority and claims over my 

life. I declare Father, that the only valid claim on my life belongs to You!  

 

I declare now over every entity and gatekeeper: GOD (YHWH Elohim) rebuke 

you! 

 

Father, I now cancel the demonic assignment of every dead human spirit under 

the entity of ___________________________________________________________enter entity’s 

name) and the gatekeeper 

___________________________________________________________ (enter gatekeeper’s 

name)  in the Name of Yeshua. I cut myself loose from every dead human spirit, I 

ask that You release them from my silver cord, unearth them, I open the silver 

channels, and send the angels and that they will now take every dead human 

spirit to wherever You need to take them in the Name of Yeshua.  

 

Father, in the Name of Yeshua I break the curse of 

___________________________________________________________ (enter applicable curse), 

thank You Father, that Yeshua became a curse on the cross, and paid the full 

price, in order for me to be free. I ask that You now turn this curse into a 

blessing in the Name of Yeshua. I break every trigger mechanism, inverted curse, 

vortex curse, reversals, regenerators, reset hooks, infinity loops, flipped, clones 

duplicated or backup system in a backup system in a backup system that was 
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supposed to bring the curse back in Yeshua’s Name. I seal this prayer with the 

Blood of Yeshua and ask that You will not allow any backlash, whiplash, 

punishment or judgement to come over me of my loved ones due to this prayer 

in the Name of Yeshua.  

Amen 
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